State Restaurant Association Calls on New York to Follow
Other States’ Lead and Loosen Restrictions
Changes to restrictions will stimulate much needed business to struggling
industry statewide
ALBANY — The New York State Restaurant Association (NYSRA) today called on the state to
loosen restrictions imposed on restaurants — specifically, extending the curfew from 10:00 p.m.
to 12:00 a.m. and allowing limited indoor dining in New York City. Making amendments to state
restrictions will give restaurants in New York City the opportunity for more business and allow
upstate restaurants to seat an additional service that is not available under current curfew
restrictions.
Recently, neighboring states like Massachusetts are eliminating curfews and adjusting capacity
limits. Restaurants in Philadelphia re-opened for indoor dining last weekend.
“We all know about the dire financial crisis facing the restaurant industry. And we all agree that
we need to reopen the economy or there will be nothing left to reopen. We’re urging the state to
take some small steps in that direction. Any help will go a long way toward the long-term
survival of so many of our favorite restaurants,” said Melissa Fleischut, president and CEO
of NYSRA.
For the first time in 25 years the Buffalo Bills are in the AFC Championship game and much of
Western New York is buzzing in anticipation. For this, like other events, NYSRA believes that
small, controlled gatherings in regulated spaces like restaurants, bars and catering
establishments are safer than unregulated gatherings in someone’s living room.
Currently, restaurants are required to close at 10:00 p.m. and New York City restaurants are not
permitted to have indoor dining. Under these restrictions many restaurants are not seating
guests after 8:00 p.m. to meet the 10:00 p.m. curfew. In order to avoid rushing customers out
the door, service is being shut down shortly after 9:00 p.m. to abide by the restrictions. The
partial lifeline of limited indoor dining has been completely cut off for New York City restaurants.
New York State must support New York restaurants and amend restrictions to maintain parity
and keep our businesses open.
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